
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of security consultant. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for security consultant

Continually review VDSI’s security posture across all ecosystems for possible
gaps and provide risk based decision support for better control governance
Assists the portfolio security leaders to develop in depth security architecture
standards, frameworks and design patterns
Acts as a subject matter expert in the secure development lifecycle
management with strong understanding of the trends and industry practices
besides security testing paradigms like SAST and DAST
Will mentor and manage consultants to drive the right ordinance around IT
security institution through reviews and assessments
The Security Consultant typically has task responsibility within one project
and develops the capability to perform tasks within of our security practices
Establish deep trust relationships with customer’s key security leaders and
related IT/controls and business operations personnel
Design security strategies and implement best practices for cloud security,
including AWS and Azure
Maintaining the currency of their Account Security Plans and supporting
documents required by the Information Security Management System (ISMS)
Maintaining good communication channels with their respective security
authorities and Security Assurance Coordinators (SACs)
Ensuring all account staff with subordinate security responsibilities are
adequately briefed and that their security tasks are carried out effectively and
efficiently

Example of Security Consultant Job Description
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Required to function independently to analyze information and report
variances
Professional Security certifications (CISSP, CEH, GCIH, ) certifications are
desired
Vendor specific engineering certifications
Business requirements analysis and support for Solutions Architects
Experience advising customers on architectures meeting industry standards
such as SAS70, SOC1, FISMA
AWS Certification, AWS Solutions Architect Associate


